Junctions 9
Modular software for modelling and analysing roundabouts
and priority junctions
Junctions 9 is a modular software
package
that
delivers
advanced
roundabout and priority intersection
modelling and analysis within a single
graphical interface.
Analyse multiple scenarios with ease,
perform
comprehensive
sensitivity
tests and produce publication-ready
reports.

Roundabout Models
The ARCADY 9 module includes separate
models for standard roundabouts, miniroundabouts
and
large/grade-separated
roundabouts, all based on UK empirical
research. ARCADY also includes the HCM 2010
roundabout model for North America.
ARCADY features a link to Autodesk Vehicle
Tracking® to greatly enhance design capability
and drastically reduce the amount of time
taken to design and analyse alternative
roundabout configurations.

ARCADY 9 Features:
 New: Roundabout geometry measurement
tool
 New: Revised mini-roundabout model
 Model bypass lanes, linked-roundabouts,
large and grade separated roundabouts
 ARCADY & HCM-2010 roundabout models
included
 Import files from ARCADY 6 and 7
 Accident prediction

Junctions 9

Priority-controlled Junctions
The PICADY module provides an extensive
toolset
for
modelling
priority-controlled
junctions such as crossroads and T-junctions.
Junctions 9 introduces additional models
applicable to North America and allows users
to setup and model Two-Way Stop Controlled
(TWSC) and All-Way Stop Controlled (AWSC)
intersections.
PICADY 9 Features:
 Model any three or four arm priority
junction including T-junctions, crossroads
and staggered crossroads
 Model one way or two way roads
 Model major roads with both single and
dual carriageways
 Model minor roads with single, flared and
two-lane approaches
 Import models from PICADY 5

Linking ARCADY & PICADY
In Lane Simulation mode, PICADY T-junctions
can be connected to other T-junctions or to
ARCADY roundabouts.
Blocking back and basic interaction between
junctions is handled, and this capability allows
for modelling complex junction layouts that
were previously difficult to model in addition to
providing the means to model small networks
of ARCADY and PICADY components.
Queues, delays and other results are
calculated for each lane individually and then
combined to give arm results.
Junctions 9 General Features:

ARCADY & PICADY Lane Simulation
It is now a simple process to model and
investigate relative performance of alternative
lane configurations.
Junctions 9 features the Lane Simulation tool
to easily identify where unbalanced lane usage
occurs for ARCADY roundabouts and PICADY
T-junctions. Zebra and pelican crossings can
be modelled on any arm.
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 New: Model TWSC and AWSC intersections
 Interactive diagram and data-entry screens
 Model multiple geometric layouts, traffic
flows and years within a single file
 Choice of units and terminologies for all
input and output data
 Read traffic flows from Excel spreadsheets
 Copy and paste data from spreadsheets
 Analysis and Demand Set management
 Supports TEMPRO Growth Factors
 Performance analysis through graphs,
charts and optimiser mode
 Accident prediction
 Automatic reports with file comparison and
conversion to PDF capabilities
 Comprehensive Glossary and User Guide
 Model left and right-hand drive situations
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